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A merchant wants to download a list packing slips, However, when the merchant tries to
download the packing slips for a set of orders, there are no slips included for many of the
orders they selected.
 
What does the merchant need to do to get packing slips for all of their orders?
 
A. Create invoices for all of the selected orders. 
B. Specify the staff member who will pack the order 
C. Assign the orders to a specific warehouse 
D. Create shipments for all of the selected orders 
 

Answer: C

 

 

A merchant has loaded their tax rates into Magento and assigned all of their taxable
products to the correct tax class. They have also configured Magento so all customers,
regardless of whether they are logged in, are assigned to a customer tax class. However,
no tax is being added to orders.
 
What must the merchant do to complete their tax configuration?
 
A. integrate a GeoIP service so Magento can correctly identify the customer's region. 
B. Edit each individual product to make sure that it is assigned to the right taxable region 
C. Create 3 tax rule associating the rates, customer tax class, and product tax class 
D. Select the correct tax rates within the customer tax class configuration 
 

Answer: D

 

 

A merchant has set the visibility of a configurable product to Not Visible individually and
their variants to Catalog, Search.
 
How is the product family displayed on the product listing page?
 
A. Only the simple products will display but null each nave a unique product detail page 
B. The configurable and simple products will display individually but each will have a
unique product detail page 
C. Only the simple products will display but will share the same product detail-page as the
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configurable product 
D. The configurable and simple produces will display individually but earh will have the
same product detail page 
 

Answer: D

 

 

You plan to offer gift sets which Include three products. The gift sets will be available in
black or white products you plan to offer is setup as a configurable product in your Magento
store with black or white as configurable options and you will continue to sell them along
side the gift sets.
 
How will you create the gift sets using native product types?
 
A. Setup one bundled product and associate three configurable products with black and
white as configurable options 
B. Setup one grouped product and associate three configurable products with black and
white as configurable options. 
C. Setup two kitted products, one for each color; and associate the simple products to each
respectively. 
D. Setup two bundled products, one for each color, and associate the simple products to
each respectively 
 

Answer: B

 

 

An ERP company asks you for recommendations which Magento API to use to integrate a
client
 
It is expected that at times large amount of product and category changes will need to be
pushed from the ERP to Magento.
 
What is the appropriate Magento API for this?
 
A. The GraphQL API 
B. The synchronous REST API 
C. The asynchronous bulk API 
D. The synchronous bulk API 
 

Answer: B
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A Magento Cloud merchant is planning their Black Friday ?Cyber Monday campaigns and
wants to see an analysis of last year’s campaigns.
 
What are two to use Magento Business Intelligence to deliver this analysis?
 
A. Create a report comparing revenue and discount amounts tor coupons that were
promoted during fast years campaigns. 
B. Use the ROI calculator to input last year’s holiday an spend and compare it against net
revenue 
C. Do a server performance check to assess impact of holiday traffic spikes on conversion
rate 
D. Use the Cohort Report Builder lo understand the Lifetime value of holiday-acquired
customers vs, other customers 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

A merchant plans to migrate product data from Magento 1 to Magento Commerce. During
your analysis of a merchant’s exiting product data structure, you notice they have created
multiple custom product attributes to manage the translation of color options across their
websites.
 
You recommend utilizing a single custom product attribute to manage their color options
 
In addition to setting up the attribute, what must be done?
 
 
A. Change the attribute scope to store view so the values can be managed separately for
each language. 
B. Add all possible attribute values in each of the languages to the attribute. 
C. Create different attribute sets, one for each language and associate the attribute with its
values to each, 
D. Add a default set of attribute values, and add stare view specific labels to both the
attribute and its' values for the other two languages 
 

Answer: D
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Your customer has recently experienced a large uptick in traffic and added a second
server. After the new server went online users started reporting they are losing all their
products in their cart. After an engineer investigates you are told the sessions are being
written to the file system while the cache is written to Redis.
 
Which two options will resolve the problem? Choose 2 answers
 
A. Set your cart to use a custom URL 
B. Eliminate the load balancer for HTTPS traffic 
C. sessions to save to the database 
D. Set sessions to save to REDIS 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

A shoe manufacturer Has created a product attribute named "Synthetic Material", its scope
is configured to be Store View and its input Type is Yes/no. However, this attribute is not
available in the list to create a configurable product.
 
How do they resolve this problem in the attribute configuration?
 
A. Create a new select attribute with the Global scope 
B. Change the scope to be the Website scope 
C. Add two options values yes" and no" to this attribute 
D. Switch the Use in Configurable Product selection to ‘’yes’’ 
 

Answer: A

 

 

A merchant is launching a promotion to give free shipping for products in the T-Shirt
attribute set. Shipping and must still be calculated for products expect for the T-Shirt
attribute set.
 
How do you make sure free shipping is only applied to the correct items?
 
A. This requires a customization, as free shipping applies to all products in the cart. 
B. In the Free Shipping Applies to field, select the Attribute Set type and specify T-Shirt. 
C. Specify the T-Shirt attribute set as a condition in the rule’s Action tab. 
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D. Add the T-Shirt attribute set as a filter in the rule’s Condition tab. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Your client is reviewing a Mobile your team developed and deployed to the client’s
Magento Cloud staging environment. They ask you what the next steps are for deploying
the work up to production.
 
Using the Magento Cloud UI how do you deploy the module to production?
 
A. Select the pre-production environment and use the branch functionality to deploy. 
B. Select the master environment and use the snapshots functionality to deploy. 
C. Select the production environment and use the sync functionality to deploy. 
D. Select the staging environment and use the merge functionality to deploy. 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: https://devdocs.magento.com/cloud/project/project-webint-branch.html 

 

 

 

 

A merchant is creating two websites targeting different region on a single Magento
instance. They have a warehouse and several retail stores in each region. They need each
website to track inventory.
 
The available inventory on each website should be the sum of each products quality in the
warehouse and any retail stores located in the websites target region.
 
How do you configure this in Magento?
 
A. Change the scope of the Stock attribute from Global to website calculate the stock value
for each Product per Website and save the inventory value at the appropriate Website
scope 
B. Create inventory Sources for each warehouse and retain store, create Stocks for each
website from the appropriate Sources, and define the Sources and quantities for each
Product. 
C. Create an inventory Source for each Website create Stocks for each product, assign the
Stocks to the appropriate Sources, and define the stock quantities for each Product. 
D. Copy all of the products, assign a copy to each Website, calculate the stock value for
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each Product per Website, and save it to the appropriate copy of the Product. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

While running the Magenta Commerce edition using the B2B module, an administrator has
been asked to set pricing on the assigned to the company.
 
Which two actions are taken to accomplish this? Choose 2 answers
 
A. Set a price rule in Marketing -> Catalog price rules 
B. Set pricing on your shared catalog 
C. Set prices to a customer group 
D. Set pricing rules in companies 
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

A merchant is using Magento to manage inventory. The procurement department needs to
see which products in the Clotting attribute set have fewer than 50 items in stock while
eliminating all unnecessary columns.
 
How do you do this?
 
A. Install a 3rd-party module to provide this report 
B. Enable the Daily Product Inventory Report email feature 
C. Navigate to the Low Stock report and enter the filtering conditions. 
D. Create a new product grid view with the necessary filters and column selections 
 

Answer: B

 

 

A merchant has imported Youtube video URLs for all of the product but the videos are not
displayed on the storefront.
 
Why are the video unable to be displayed?
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